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ABSTRACT

This paper is related to the problems of grid generation and anisotropic adaptation for the flows with high Reynolds number. In such flows one of the critical issues is to create a proper mesh in a boundary layer region. Due to very small thickness of boundary layer in turbulent flows a proper spacing in the direction normal to the surface should be applied. Resultant cells are characterized by large aspect ratio. It is preferred by solvers to use the discretization given by quadrilateral or prismatic elements in such cases.

Presented algorithm consists of several steps. Initial grid is generated with user defined spacing then the flow problem is solved. In the next step the error estimator is processing the solution in order to obtained better quality spacing for the new grid. Estimator is based on mixed gradient – hessian approach [2]. As a result estimator computes a metric field which is used to create a new mesh. Structural mesh generator is using the frontal algebraic method [1]. The thickness of following layers is defined by metric field in direction normal to the surface. In order to stop the generation of structural mesh the several criteria is used: maximum number of layer, maximum aspect ratio, maximum height of elements. Finally a boundary of resulting structured mesh is extracted.

In the last step the unstructured grid generator is applied in order to fill the domain bounded by the extracted boundary of the structural mesh and a far field surface. Than the both grids are coupled together. Resulting grid is used by the solver in order to obtain a solution in the next iteration of adaption.

Described algorithm was applied in two dimensional case of laminar flow around NACA0012 airfoil. The laminar flow was chosen in order to obtain a relatively thick boundary layer which is better visible on the solution diagrams. The final hybrid grid with obtained velocity field after four iterations of adaptation is showed on Figure 1. The two-dimensional turbulent flow was also computed for the high lift multi-element airfoil L1T2. The velocity field with final grid after eight iteration of adaptation is showed on Figure 2. The adaptation algorithm was also applied in three-dimensional case. An example of initial structured mesh for ONERA m6 airfoil is showed on Figure 3.
Figure 1. Hybrid grid with velocity field, laminar flow. NACA0012

Figure 2. Grid and Mach number field for L1T2 airfoil after 8 adaptation steps.

Figure 3. Initial prism mesh in boundary layer region. ONERA M6
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